
Scientific Exploration

Task: Success and Failures in Space Exploration

Activity 1: Listening

Welcome to a practice listening task for the ISE 3.

You are going to hear a talk about successes and failures in space exploration. You will hear
the talk twice. The first time, just listen. Then I’ll ask you to tell me generally what the
speaker is talking about. Are you ready?

Audio Script
Not surprisingly enough, space exploration has captivated the imagination of an interested
humanity for centuries, representing a pinnacle of scientific achievement and human
ambition. From the first tentative steps into the cosmos to the remarkable feats of modern
space agencies, the journey beyond our planet's bounds has been marked by both triumphs
and setbacks.

So relatively quickly, space exploration has advanced not only our understanding of the
cosmos, but also our capabilities as a species. The Apollo missions, for instance,
showcased human ingenuity and determination by landing astronauts on the Moon.
Fortunately enough, this feat was incredibly well-executed, as well as a monumental leap
forward for humanity. Another advancement was that of Robotic probes like Voyager,
Curiosity, and Cassini, which have unraveled the secrets of distant planets, functioning with
high-tech precision to provide extremely invaluable data about Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
Moreover, the establishment of the International Space Station, known as I.S.S., has
fostered international collaboration perfectly well, serving as both a research hub and a
long-term habitat, demonstrating our ability to work together on a global scale. Thishas
created the best possible solution with fast-paced exploration that has propelled
advancements in materials, robotics, telecommunications, and life support systems. Last but
not least, it is safe to say that this will surely inspire future generations to pursue careers in
STEM fields, ensuring a continued and enthusiastic pursuit of space exploration extremely
well.

On the flipside, space exploration, while a remarkable endeavor, has not been without its
share of challenges and setbacks. Despite meticulous planning, spacecraft malfunctions
have occurred, sadly enough leading to the highest possible problem of loss of valuable
scientific data and equipment. What’s more, tragic mission accidents, such as the
Challenger and Columbia disasters, have underscored the risks inherent in space
exploration, prompting a reevaluation of safety protocols. Furthermore, budgetary setbacks
have resulted in delays, cancellations, and compromises, totally hindering the progress of
exploration missions and scientific endeavors. Additionally, environmental and health
challenges, including extended exposure to microgravity and radiation, have absolutely
posed significant risks to astronauts' well-being, necessitating ongoing research and
technological innovation for safety assurance. These obstacles, though mind-numbing and



sometimes short-lived, serve as poignant reminders of the importance of vigilance and
preparedness in the quest for space exploration. If society had realized the magnitude of
these challenges earlier, the trajectory of space exploration would have been vastly different,
leading to a safer and more prosperous future in the cosmos.

In conclusion, the history of space exploration is a tapestry woven with threads of triumph
and tragedy, perseverance and setbacks. While successes like lunar landings and robotic
missions have expanded our understanding of the cosmos and propelled technological
progress, failures remind us of the inherent risks and complexities of venturing into the
unknown. As we look to the future, it seems to be essential to approach space exploration
with humility, resilience, and a steadfast commitment to advancing scientific knowledge for
the betterment of humanity.

Can you tell me in one or two sentences what the speaker was talking about?

Now listen to the talk again. This time make some notes as you listen, if you want to. Then
I’ll ask you to tell me about the point of view of the speaker, successes and failures in space
exploration.

Now tell me about the point of view of the speaker, successes and failures in space
exploration. You have one minute to talk.

This is the end of the listening task.



Answers:

Point of View of the
speaker

● It is essential to approach space exploration with
humility, resilience, and a steadfast commitment to
advancing scientific knowledge for the betterment of
humanity.

Success in Space
Exploration

● Landing Humans on the Moon: Apollo missions showcased
human capability, landing astronauts on the Moon for the first
time.

● Robotic Probes to Distant Planets: Craft like Voyager,
Curiosity, and Cassini unveiled secrets of Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn.

● Establishing Space Stations: The ISS fosters international
collaboration, serving as a hub for research and long-term
habitation.

● Advancements in Technology: Space exploration propels
innovation in materials, robotics, telecommunications, and life
support systems.

● Inspiring Future Generations: Space achievements spark
interest in STEM fields, motivating new generations toward
exploration.

Failure in Space
Exploration ● Spacecraft Malfunctions: Despite meticulous planning,

technical failures like propulsion issues and
communication breakdowns have led to the loss of
valuable spacecraft and scientific data.

● Mission Accidents: Tragic events such as the Challenger
and Columbia disasters underscore the risks of space
exploration, emphasizing the need for stringent safety
protocols.

● Budgetary Setbacks: Funding constraints and political
shifts result in delays, cancellations, and compromises,
hindering exploration progress and scientific endeavors.

● Environmental and Health Challenges: Extended
exposure to microgravity, radiation, and isolation poses
significant health risks to astronauts, necessitating
ongoing research and technological innovation for
safety assurance.

Marks: +_ / +10



Grammar Used in the listening task:
● inversions: not only….but
● compound adjectives: jaw-dropping / well-to-do
● modifiers: absolutely / extremely / incredibly / totally
● Past participle as adjective: the most wanted player / a written document / a

confused girl
● superlative + postmodifier + noun: best possible location / highest possible

level
● adverb + enough: surprisingly enough / sadly enough / luckily enough
● adverb + adverb: perfectly well / extremely well / relatively quickly
● Mix Conditional: If society had realized this mistake earlier, it would be a

different world today.


